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A SITEWIDEAPPROACHTO THE CHARACTERIZATIONAND USE OF
SOIL AND GROUNDWATERBACKGROUNDAT THE HANFORDSITE

J. D. Hoovera, T. LeGoreb, K. M. Thompsonc, F. A. Rucka
a-WestinghouseHanfordCompany,b-BoeingComputerServices-Richland,
c-U.S. Departmentof Energy,RichlandOperationsOffice

ABSTRACT

A Sitewideapproachto the characterizationand use of soil and groundwater
backgroundhas been developedfor use in environmentalrestorationactivities
on the HanfordSite. Sitewidebackgroundmore accuratelyrepresentsthe range
of backgroundcompositionsthat exist in soil and groundwaterat the over
140 ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct of 1976 facilitiesand
ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse,Compensation,and LiabilityAct of 1980
operable units, and provides a more consistent,credible,integrated,and
efficientbasis for identifyingand evaluatingcontaminationin these nledia
than using unit-specificbackgrounds.

INTRODUCTION

The determinationof backgroundfor soil and groundwateris an activityof
fundamentalimportancein supportof environmentalrestorationand waste
managementon the HanfordSite. Backgroundrefers to the naturaland/or
pre-operationanthropogenicconcentrationsof analytesand radionuclidesin
media such as soila and groundwater. These backgroundcompositionsserve as a
site-specificbasis for definingcontamination,and as a baseline in risk
assessmentapplicationused to determinesoil cleanupand treatmentlevels.

The impliedconcept_ involvingthe characterizationand use of backgroundin
environmentalremediationare that concentrationsof chemicalsthat naturally
occur in the environmentgenerallyare not regardedas harmfulto human health
and the environment;there generallyis no significantbenefitin, or reduced
risk associatedwith, reducingthe amounts_F most constituentsbelow natural
levels;and generallyit is impracticalor impossibleto reduceconcentration
levels below those that exist at naturalor anthropogenicbackgroundlevels.

In risk assessmentapplications,backgroundcan be used to determinethe
intrinsiclevels of human and ecosystemrisk resultingfrom exposureto
chemicalsand radionuclidesthat are normal and indigenousto a site or
region. This informationis used in the evaluationof remediation
alternativesto minimizehealth and ecologicalrisks.

Site-specificbackgroundlevels for some analytesalso can supersede
risk-basedprotectionlevels if backgroundlevels exceedcalculatedrisk-based
levels or if health or ecologicalrisk levelsof analytesare unknown. Other
applicationsincludethe use of backgroundin monitoringprogramsto detect
contaminationand to minimizethe dischargeof contaminantsfrom new or

aSoil is used here in the regulatorycontextreferringto essentiallyany
solid geologicmaterialother than settledsedimentat the bottom of an open
body of water.



existing facilities [e.g., as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)], and as a
baseline for evaluating treatment technologies.

A Sitewide approach to the determination and use of soil and groundwater
background for environmental restoration activities on the Hanferd Site has
been developed as an alternative to the determination of unit-specific
backgrounds for each of the over 140 RCRAand CERCLAwaste management units
(WMUs)b. This paper describes the development and justification for use of
the Sitewide background approach as an example of a technically sound and
proactive approach to regulatory compliance that potentially can provide
improved consistency and efficiency in environmental restoration and
remediation efforts on the Hanford Site and elsewhere.

SITEWIDEVERSUS UNIT-BASEDBACKGROUND

Sitewidebackgroundrefers to backgrounddata that can be used at WMUs
throughoutthe HanfordSite. The Sitewideapproachto the characterization
and use of backgroundhas been developedin responseto practical,regulatory,
and scientificconsiderationsencounteredat the many WMUs on the Hanford
Site. These considerationsincludethe need for an integratedapproachfor
characterizingand using backgrounddata in both RCRA and CERCLA activities,
and the site-specificcharacteristicsof the soil and groundwatersystem.

The fundamentalrequirementfor backgroundcharacterizationactivities
concernsrepresentativesamplingof the media. Regulatoryprotocolsrequire
that backgroundsamplesbe representativeof the medium of interestin the
WMU, and unimpactedby activitiesin the WMU (I). The extent to which the
samplesare representative,however,also dependson the end use of the
data (2). The main issuesconcerningbackgroundcharacterizationare what
constitutesrepresentativebackgroundfor the purposeof environmental
restorationand the appropriatescale for the characterizationand use
backgrounddata.

Over 1,500 locationshave been i_entifiedon the HanfordSite that potentially
require some type of characterizationas specifiedin environmental
regulations(e.g.,ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct (RCRA)of 1976 (3),
ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse,Compensation,and LiabilityAct (CERCLA)
of 1980 (4);Tri-PartyAgreement (5). There are presentlyover 60 WMUs
identifiedas treatment,storage,and/or disposal (TSD) units (5). The
remaininglocationsidentifiedunder the CERCLA or the RCRA correctiveaction
authority[Hazardousand Solid Waste Amendmentsof 1984 (6)] are grouped into
78 operableunits.

One approachfor characterizingWMUs on the HanfordSite involvesthe
determinationof a local backgroundfor each WMU based on data from a
relativelysmall number of soil samplesor groundwaterfrom upgradientwell
samples. This unit-basedapproachto the characterizationof background
typicallyresultsin differentranges of backgroundanalytelevels for each
WMU. Consequently,many differentdefinitionsof contaminationand

bWMU refers to either a RCRATSD unit or a facility included in a CERCLA
operebl e unit.



assessments of remediation goals and baseline risks are obtained, even for
WMUsthat are adjacent or superimposed. However, these differences primarily
reflect the inability of limited numbers of background samples at any one WMU
to adequately represent the range of compositions that actually exist in the
soil or groundwater commonto all WMUson the Hanford Site.

A further limitation of the unit-based approach is that representative
background might not exist in the vicinity of some WMUs. Examples include
upgradient groundwater compositions that are downgradient from other WMUs,and
soils in areas of extensive past-practice activities.

The scale of interest for purposes of environmental remediation often is
larger than the dimensions of individual WMUs. The extent to which
groundwater is impacted by a WMUoperation, for example, typically is much
larger than the dimensions of the WMU. In this case, the scale of background
characterization would be that corresponding to the impacted parts of the
aquifer laterally and vertically. Where the upgradient groundwater is
influenced by other WMUs,representative background can be characterized only
on a larger scale than individual WMUs.

An alternative approach is to characterize background data on an appropriate
scale, such as that which potential restoration and remediation are to be
considered and the scale at which representative background best can be
determined in these media. On the Hanford Site, characterization of both soil
and groundwater on a Sitewide scale appears to be appropriate based on the
considerations of data use, evaluation of existing data, site-specific
characteristics of the media, and other technical considerations identified in
the background conceptual models.

BACKGROUNDCONCEPTUALMODELS

Conceptual models using theoretical, experimental, and site-specific
characteristics of these media on the Hanford Site have been developed to
provide a basis for understanding the processes and factors that control and
influence background compositions on the Hanford Site.

Background conceptual models differ from other types of conceptual models
because they describe the nature and characteristics of the media and the
factors that influence the chemical compositional variability inherent to soil
and groundwater systems. These conceptual models provide a technical basis
for what the media and their chemical compositions represent, and the type and
magnitude of compositional variability expected. These conceptual models are
updated and revised as new data and information are obtained. Most aspects of
the technical basis for the Sitewide background concept are embodied in these
conceptual models. The conceptual models, therefore, also serve a_ _ basis
for data interpretation and new data acquisition planning efforts, i'he
following is a synopsis of the current background conceptual models for soil
and groundwater on the Hanford Site.

NonradioactiveInorganicAnalytes

Soil" The soil backgroundconceptualmodel is based on the recognitionthat
all WMUs on the HanfordSite share a common sequenceof vadose zone soil
materialswith fundamentalcompositionalsimilarities. Essentiallyall soil
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materials sampled and analyzed in accordance with regulatory protocols [i.e.,
acid digestate of material less than 2 millimeters in diameter (7)] have
compositions that are related because they reflect fundamental similarities in
the physical characteristics of the samples. The less than 2-millimeter size
fraction in essentially all soils on the Hanford Site are composed primarily
of a distinctive assemblage of mineral and rock constituents in various
proportions (i.e., modes). Grain size also influences chemical composition
because digestate composition is affected by surface area. A comparable range
of soil modes and grain sizes occur in the soils that underlie all WMUson the
Hanford Site. The range in analyte concentrations for these soils are
primarily attributable to differences in modal proportions and grain size.
Soils with these characteristics should be geochemically related and have
compositions manifested as a single population for each analyte.

Soil samples representing the range of modal proportions, grain sizes, and
stratigraphic variations were collected from across the Hanford Site for
inclusion in the Sitewide background data set. This data set has been shown
to more accurately represent soil background levels at WMUsthrouahout the
Hanford Site. The compositions of pedogenic soils and most minor soil types
also are represented in the Sitewide background data sets. The exceptions
include a small number of highly alkaline soils and also topsoils adjacent to
the Columbia River that contain higher levels of organic carbon and certain
heavy metals (8).

Groundwater: The main elements of the groundwater background conceptual model
for nonradioactive inorganic analytes are the basic principles associated with
systematic compositional variability intrinsic to all dynamic (e.g., flushed)
aquifer systems. A single unconfined aquifer exists on the Hanford Site.
This aquifer receives essentially no direct recharge from meteoric water owing
to the sparse rainfall in this semiarid region. Groundwater background
composition on the Hanford Site appears to be primarily controlled by the
composition of recharge from upgradient springs, subsequent rock-water
reactions, and residence time within various parts of the aquifer (9).
Groundwater composition varies laterally on the scale of tens to hundreds of
meters, and vertically on the scale of centimeters to meters as a result of
lithologic and corresponding residence time variations in the aquifer.
Interwell variability in groundwater composition is characteristically larger
than seasonal or analytical variability. Other factors that potentially
influence groundwater composition, such as microbial processes and mixing with
the underlying aquifer or river waters through side bank recharge, are under
evaluation.

On the basis of existing data and known aquifer characteristics, it is
indicated that a range of groundwater compositions exists laterally and
vertically throughout the aquifer. It also is indicated that for the purpose
of environmental restoration and remediation, this range of groundwater
background compositions is best determined using a Sitewide approach for
characteri zat i on.

Radionucl ides

In general, the only radionuclides of concern in the characterization of
background are those with abundances of parent or daughter products that are
detectable, with sufficiently long half lives so as to be available to human



or environmental receptors, and/or that contribute significantly to increased
to human health or the environment risk levels (Table I).

Natural Nuclides' The radionuclides that occur naturally in soil and
groundwater have the same geochemical behavior as their nonradiogenic
isotopes. Thus, most aspects of the conceptual model for nonradiogenic
analytes in soil and groundwater also apply to the naturally occurring
radionuclides (e.g., potassium and potassium-40). The criteria and
justification regarding the appropriate scale of characterization for the
nonradioactive inorganic analytes also apply to natural radionuclides in soil
and groundwater. The main caveat in this conceptual models is the radon gas
produced primarily from the decay of naturally occurring uranium in geologic
materials, which accumulates and migrates upward toward the ground surface.

Anthropogenic Nuclides: The conceptual model for anthropogenic radionuclide
background differs from the conceptual models for nonradiogenic analytes in
soil and groundwater because the source of these analytes in both media are
external (e.g., fallout) rather than internal (e.g., in naturally occurring
rocks or minerals). These radionuclides are largely restricted to the
uppermost part of the soil column because of the general lack of a transport
mechanism, such as direct recharge from meteoric water in this region to
mobilize them from the surface soils. Many of the radionuclides also are be
expected to be concentrated in the uppermost part of the soil column because
radionuclides are strongly sorbed onto the surfaces of the soil materials.

Anthropogenic radionuclides in the Hanford Site groundwater primarily enter
the groundwater through recharge from upgradient run-off, springs, or from
rivers. In all other regards, the main principles in the conceptual model for
naturally occurring radionuclides in groundwater also apply to anthropogenic
radionuclides with abundance levels controlled by solubilities, relative
abundances, and secondary sorption effects.

Discussion

Background characterization efforts to date have confirmed that the chemical
composition of soils throughout the vadose zone of the Hanford Site can be
regarded as a single Sitewide population for inorganic nonradioactive
analytes (8). Although many organic compounds including benzene, and toluene
can occur naturally in soils (I0), no organic analytes above detection were
found in the soils analyzed.

The Sitewide background approach for the characterization of radioactive and
nonradioactive analytes in groundwater also appears to be supported by the
results obtained from the evaluation of existing data. A provisional
groundwater background database has been compiled using data from the many
shallow monitoring wells across the Hanford Site. Newdata acquisition
efforts specifically designed for the characterization of groundwater
background are in progress.

It is indicated that background levels for naturally occurring radionuclides
in soil also should be regarded as a single Sitewide population based on the
evaluation of existing radionuclide data, the results for nonradioactive
inorganic analytes, and the background conceptual model for radionuclides in
soil. Anthropogenic radionuclide background for soils, however, is probably



best characterized on a regional scale. In this case, regional sampling is
more appropriate for the characterization of fallout components, and also
because of the ambiguity concerning anthropogenic versus Hanford Site-derived
radionuclides in samples collected exclusively from the Hanford Site. The
compilation of existing background data for both natural and anthropogenic
radionuclides in soils throughout the region is underway. Most of the
available data, however, are only from the upper I inch of soil. Newdata
acquisition efforts also are under evaluation.

The utility of the Sitewide background approach is in its ability to provide a
more technically sound, practical, and cost-effective method of background
characterization and data use for environmental remediation activities on the
Hanford Site. The main benefits provided by the Sitewide background approach
include the following" (a) a single representative background data set as
opposed to multiple sets of background data, (b) a consistent and
scientifically sound basis for defining contamination throughout the Hanford
Site, (c) a consistent and scientifically sound basis for the assessment of
baseline risk, (d) short-term and long-term cost benefits resulting from an
overall reduction in the number of background samples, (e) minimal allocation
of resources for activities associated with the misidentification of
uncontaminated media as contaminated, (f) an improved basis for decisions
concerning environmental remediation alternatives and resource allocation, and
(g) improved efficiency in environmental remediation activities.

Summaryand Conclusi ons

The Sitewide approach is a technically sound alternative to the unit-based
approach for the characterization and use of soil and groundwater background
on the Hanford Site. This Sitewide approach, though unconventional, is more
practical and efficient for the purposes of most environmental remediation
activities on the Hanford Site.

Sitewide background data provide more complete, accurate, and representative
information on the range of natural and anthropogenic background analyte
levels that can be used in all environmental remediation activities. These
data, therefore, provide a basis for consistency and improved efficiency in
defining contamination, assessing baseline risk, and other environmental
remediation applications.

The Sitewide background approach also could be useful in environmental
remediation activities at other sites, and especially those with many WMUs
that share a commonsequence of soils or a commonaquifer. Key considerations
in evaluating the use of the Sitewide approach are site-specific
characteristics of the media, such as the scale of compositional variability
laterally and vertically.

Key points in the background conceptual models expected to be applicable at
other waste sites include the characterization scale, data use, and whether
backgrounds for geologic or pedogenic subdivisions are warranted. It is not
obvious, for example, that the geologic characteristics of the soil other than
the mode and grain size of the less than 2-millimeter size fraction might not
be relevant for the characterization of soil background. The utility of
establishing different backgrounds on the basis of pedogenic soil types also
might not be warranted for similar reasons. The applicability of the Sitewide



approach at other sites should be based on site-specific background conceptual
models that clearly identify the sample and data types and data uses in the
manner recommended by for the development of data quality objectives (2).

The issue of data use is a separate but related issue that is important
because the utility of a Sitewide background is lost if there is no
consistency in the manner in which the data are used. Many different types of
statistical parameters and/or comparison criteria (e.g., threshold levels) can
be calculated from a background data set. Different regulatory agencies also
might recommend conflicting guidance regarding data use, which can lead to
different conclusions for same data. Where the use of Sitewide background is
warranted, consistent methods of data use also should be established.
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1ABLE I

Radionuclides of Interest for the Hanford Site

MeasuredRadionuclidesa CalculableDaughtersb

Americium-241 N/A
Antimony-125 N/A
Cesium-137 Barium-137
Cesium-134 N/A
Cobalt-60 N/A
Europium-152 N/A
Europium-154 N/A
Europium-155 N/A
lodine-129 Xenon-129
Plutonium-238 Uranium-234
Plutonium-239 N/A
Plutonium-240 N/A
Plutonium-241 Americium-241
Potassium-40 = N/A
Radium-226c Radon-222
Ruthenium-106 Rhodium-t06
Strontium-90 Yttrium-90
Technetium-99 N/A
Thorium-232c N/A
Tritium N/A
Uranium-233 N/A
Uranium-234= N/A
Uranium-235c Thorium-231
Uranium-238c Thorium-234

Protoactinium-234
Uranium-234

aRadionuclides to be measured directly from environmental samples.
bDaughter radionuclides to be calculated from measured parents.
CNaturally occurring radionuclides.
N/A : Daughters not significant contributors to risk.

Table I shows the radionuclides to be measured and the calculable daughters
that are considered potentially significant contributors to the risk from
either natural or anthropogenic (i.e., fallout) background exposure (personnel
communication: R.W. Perkins, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland,
Washington). Radionuclides with a half-life of less than I year have been
excluded from the measurement list because of their expected decay to
insignificant levels before the end of the cleanup effort on the Hanford Site.
Daughters with half lives significantly longer than the parent radionuclides
also have been excluded. This exclusion is based on the daughters having a
sufficiently lower activity than the parents, therefore their contribution to
the total risk can be considered negligible.
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